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You should read this book if:









You need to know more about marketing
metrics and analytics.
You would like to peek under the hood and
see how analytics are collected and tracked.
You would like an overview of what metrics can
be tracked in email and web pages.
You would like to improve your deliverability
rate.
You need easy-to-follow formulas.
You need help with your marketing campaigns
and metrics.

Spider Trainers can help
Marketing automation has been shown to increase
qualified leads for businesses by as much as 451%. as
experts in drip and nurture marketing, spider trainers
is chosen by companies to amplify lead and demand
generation while setting standards for design,
development, and deployment.
Our publications are designed to help you get started,
and while we may be guilty of giving too much
information, we know that the empowered and
informed client is the successful client. We hope this
eBook does that for you.
We look foward to learning more about your needs.
Please contact us at 651 702 3793 or
cmeyer@spidertrainers.com.
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PLEASE SHARE
We want everyone to understand how to make the
most of their data. to that end, we encourage you to
share this document.

BranDing iS availaBle
if you would like to share this document with your
clients, please ask about branding. We will produce a
version branded with your logo and contact
information, which you may distribute freely. (all other
content and copyright information must remain intact.)
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INTRODUCTION

according to inc.com, “i don’t know,” are powerful,
credibility-building words and that by admitting
ignorance you make everything else you say more
credible. When you learn to act on these three words,
you will become a better marketer. Like many self-help
approaches, you must first admit you have a problem
before you can take steps to solve it.

in this eBook, i’ll introduce you to the topic of analytics:
the measuring of campaign engagement. We’ll also look
at how data is tracked, what individual data points
matter, what that data means to you, and lastly, how you
can improve the data.
this is not a how-to book. it’s an “ahhhhh…now i get it”
book.

i am a data addict. i search for answers in numbers, even
if i suspect that the answer may not make me smarter on
the topic. Just having collected and analyzed the data so
that i can evaluate its worth, perhaps discard it, brings
me comfort.
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CHAPTER 1:
viSiBle metriCS

in traditional marketing, print ads, mass media, direct
mail and the like, there has been a long history of
marketers complaining of the lack of visibility into the
engagement level of their campaign — no data on the
number of people who viewed, interacted, or
converted. With digital marketing, visibility is great —
and getting better — and, importantly, it has even
provided marketers with new insight into our
traditional (offline) marketing engagement as well.
With this newfound visibility, marketing departments
are once again embracing the multi-channel benefits
of using print and mass media to bolster their digital
campaigns.
to effectively capture analytics in your online and offline
campaigns, you should first understand how the data is
collected.

online Campaign traCking
email interaction is tracked by including a 1×1 pixel
image (web beacon) somewhere within the email. the
pixel image file is stored on your email service
provider’s (esP) computer server. When the recipient
opens an email and displays the graphics of the email
(either by default or manually), a call is made to the
host computer to display the image in the email. this
action is a signal to the analytics tracking system that
the email has been opened.
By measuring the amount of time that the email remains
open, additional information can be assumed, gathered,
and assessed. With some esPs, you can set thresholds
for this time measurement and segment your recipients
into glanced, skimmed, and read groupings.

Figure 1.1 Analytics can be surface information or more indepth, like this option for measuring the time of engagement
and inferring the value of that interaction.
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Be careful with putting too much emphasis on the open
rate, however, since it may not truly reflect the actual
number. if the recipient views the email without
downloading images, the email is not registered as
having been opened. in the case of text-only emails,
where no images are included, there is no web beacon
being accessed and thus, no opens are registered.
although you cannot track opens, clicks and other
interactions can still be measured through the use of a
cookie. a cookie is a piece of text that a web server
stores on the recipient’s hard disk. through the use of a
website, the esP stores information within the cookie
and later retrieves it.
in the case of email (as opposed to a web page), the
cookie collects and sends behavior information back to
the esP, in-house esP, or third-party analytics provider
(e.g., email On acid®, Litmus®, adobe®, or google®),
whichever is responsible for the web server that is
accessing the cookie.
the web server processes and generates an analytics
report from the data it has retrieved. these reports come
in many formats and with every possible combination of
data points. some esPs provide you only open and

click-thru rates, while others can provide you with pages
and pages of data that include some or everything that
we have listed in this eBook.
there are different levels of cookie interaction and laws
vary by state and country. You may be required to notify
your recipients that you are dropping a cookie or you
may be required to offer your recipient the option of
what type of cookie you will drop. at a high level, there
are three types of cookies:






Standard cookie — Provides the full behavior
metrics by automatically saving all tracking
information.
opt-in cookie — asks visitors for permission
before saving the tracking information. Once a
user grants permission, their process will be
similar to that of a standard cookie.
opt-in with opt-out cookie — recipients and
visitors may choose to opt-in and having tracking
information saved or opt-out of having any
tracking information saved. if the recipient optsout, your analytics will not include any
information about their behavior or interaction
with your forms, landing pages, or website.

Figure 1.2 Here is an example of basic
analytics that you can expect to receive
from most ESPs.
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offline Campaign traCking
For best results, tracking of your offline campaign
components in your analytics means that you engage
the offline user online, where the tracking can occur.
ideas for engaging an offline user online, include:








Surveys and polls — create an online survey or
form and include the UrL on purchase receipts
or postcards that you hand out.
Sign-up lists — keep a sign-up sheet near your
cash register so that your customers can add
their name to a subscribers’ list.
Coupons, sweepstakes, and promotions —
Promote web-only specials, sweepstakes, and
coupons in point-of-sale material and offline
marketing vehicles that are available only upon
enrollment at your website.
Qr (quick response) codes with targeted
landing pages — add two-dimensional graphical
barcodes that can be read by smartphones to
access a web page. While a targeted landing
page is your best option, the code can access
any of your website’s pages, a form, or even a
social-media account.

For those leads that are firmly rooted in offline, you can
still collect analytics. it’s more of a manual process, but
still effective and still important.




Dedicated phone number — a toll-free or local
number exclusive to your offline event. Your
monthly billing statement will enable you to see
exactly the number of calls that were placed
based upon that event.
Discount codes — Promote discount codes
associated with that campaign only. the higher
the value of the code, the more likely the lead
will mention the code and thus, the more
effective it will be at capturing accurate analytics.

On the surface, you might expect that online analytics
are the most effective, but whether you are capturing
the information through an automated cookie or when
the lead phones a dedicated number or mentions a
discount code, both methods have a margin of error. if
cookies or images are blocked, your online
measurements will suffer. if a call-in lead does not
mention the discount code, your measurements will
suffer. in the end, we are at the mercy of the recipient as
to our ability to accurately measure interactions.

?!

Between June 2011 and June 2012, consumer
Qr code scans rose by 400%. June 2012 also
saw an average of 120 scans per minute and 4
million first-timers scanning Qr codes.
— Pitney Bowes

Figure 1.3 QR codes are a great way to engage your offline
recipients online. They can also be combined with other efforts,
e.g., have your QR code direct the user to a landing page for a
sweepstakes.
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CHAPTER 2:
analytiCS

analytics are critical to your growth and success as a
marketer, and yet, surprisingly, 73% of marketers do
not measure digital analytics and 80% do not measure
offline activities. in this section, we will dissect each
type of data that is collected and discuss how you can
use that information to have a positive impact on
future campaigns.
not all of the data in this section is collected by all
analytics reporting systems, so if you see something that
is important to your efforts, you will have the option of
jumping to a system that does provide the data or
stamping your feet until your current provider supplies
you with said data.
With email, if you are renting lists and the esP or listservice provider is sending the email on your behalf, you

will likely have far fewer options than if you send emails
through your own esP.
as you develop a plan for testing, tweaking, and
tracking your marketing campaign vehicles, you will
need to consider these important classes of analytics
and the type of data that each produces (explicit or
implicit).






Source (acquisition) — how did you come by this
name?
pre-open metrics — what metrics can be
attributed to marketing vehicle?
post-open metrics (engagement) — how did this
person behave or interact with the vehicle?
outcome — what was the final outcome of this
person’s interaction?

?!

Some 46% of marketers participating in the 2013 marketingSherpa marketing analytics Benchmark report
occasionally gain insight from analytics data their company collects. while another 37% routinely gain insight,
6% rarely gain insight, 9% lack the tools, and 2% don’t have access to the data.
— MarketingSherpa

?!

“i learned that i can eke out an extra 5 – 15%
from improving the subject line...or 500% from
creating a better offer.”
— Ramit Sethi, author
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SourCe (aCQuiSition)
the source of your list should be carefully documented
and managed. the way in which you acquired a name
will forever affect the way that the lead, prospect, or
customer (collectively referred to as lead throughout
the balance of this document) will interact with your
company. if the lead is acquired in a manner that does
not assure or at least indicate interest in your company
or product, your first campaign event might end in the
trash bin, a spam complaint, or an unsubscribe.
Multiply this behavior by the number of names in the
list and your campaign could fall flat or worse, you
could find your email privileges blocked by your esP
for damaging their sender reputation (which we will
discuss later in this eBook).
On the other hand, if you send an offer to a list of
previous purchasers of a bonus gift for having made the
purchase, the campaign would likely result in a
noteworthy conversion rate. the same offer to a rented
list without the previous purchase requirement would be
something short of effective.

?!

Segmentation is the division of your contact
lists based upon explicit or implicit data.

SuBSCriBer retention rate

# subscribers – bounces – unsubscribes ÷ # subscribers

10,000 subscribers

– 400 email bounces or
undeliverable direct mail

– 119 unsubscribes or requests for
removal

÷ 10,000 original subscribers

= 94.81% subscriber retention rate

SuBSCriBerS
subscribers are people who have explicitly asked to be
included in your marketing campaigns, be those
online or offline. this is the highest quality lead you
can have. the person has expressed an interest in your
product and a desire to receive information from you.
natural attrition occurs within any subscriber list as
leads become customers or as their need for your
product dissipates, they purchase some other product,
or perhaps, they leave the company. subscriber
retention rate is your first metric and is calculated as
shown below.

?!

in general, smaller lists continue to perform
better than larger lists. the average open rate
for 25 – 499 members was 28%, for 500 – 999
members was 22.3%, and for 1000+ members was
12.2%. Small to medium lists tend to be more
targeted, yielding messages that are more relevant
to the recipients.
— Mailermailer.com
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Your subscriber retention rate is a number that
represents the overall health of your marketing efforts.
High numbers indicate that your messages are on target
and your audience is appropriate. Low numbers are a
clear indication that you need to have a closer look, from
end to end.



aCQuiring liStS
Developing a list of leads to whom you can send your
marketing messages is a laborious process, and if it’s
not, you’re not doing it right. there is no way to
develop a great list in short order. You cannot buy or
rent a great list. a great list comes from ongoing,
quality engagement with people who have shown an
interest in your product or company; subscribers.
Having said that, there are three paths to list
acquisition:




purchase a list. there are many reputable
companies that will sell you a list. Unfortunately,
no matter the reputation of the list broker, you
are purchasing a list of people who do not know
you and who have not shown a clear interest in
your product. During the list-purchase process,
you will define selects, that help you to drill
down on leads that are more likely to be

interested in your product, but with whom you
have no prior engagement.
rent a list. to rent a list, you again will work with
a list broker. typically with rented lists, you will
not have the option of emailing the leads
directly, but rather emails are sent on your behalf
by the list broker or owner. Opt-outs,
unsubscribe, and spam complaints abound as
you have no existing relationship with these
leads. if the email is sent by the list owner as a
co-marketing effort, that is to say it includes the
list owner’s branding and recommendation of
your services, you can gain credibility with the
introduction and that may reduce opt-outs.
Develop an opt-in list. as we’ve already said,
developing a list takes time and effort. an opt-in,
or subscriber list, is developed when a lead
specifically provides you with contact information
in order to receive messages from you. this
might happen when they visit your website and
fill out a contact form, enter to win a contest you
sponsor, scan their badge at a tradeshow, or
meet with your sales team.

Figure 2.1 In the 2013 Email Marketing Benchmark Report, an overwhelming 50% of
surveyed marketers indicated their lists were on a “somewhat positive” trend, with
slowly growing lists. MarketingSherpa also wanted to know how respondents were
maintaining this positive trend, so the question was posed, “Which of the following
tactics is your organization using to drive email list growth? Please select all that apply.”
Results are shown here.
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Lists for rent and purchase may be promoted as an optin lists. this means that the lead has agreed to receive
messages from third parties and often on specific topics
or about specific types of products. this is not the same
as having opted-in to receive messages specifically from
you. the lack of existing relationship or trust is the failing
of a rented or purchased list. this is not to say that you
cannot develop that type of relationship with an
acquired list, but here again, this development takes
time and effort. remember though, if the list was for sale
or rent to you, it was for sale or rent to potentially
hundreds of other companies who may or may not have
shown restraint in the number or types of information
they have sent.
Most esPs have rules regarding the use of purchased or
rented lists within their services due to the high
probability of excessive bounces, unsubscribes, and
spam complaints. People forget having opted-in to a list
that will send third-party messages (that’s you), and are
annoyed at receiving random emails. they are quick to
mark the email as spam and high spam rates will
adversely affect the esP’s (and your) sender’s reputation.
if you damage the esP’s sender reputation, you
potentially also damage the sender reputation of all of

their other clients. esPs are quick to shut down lists that
are performing badly.

expliCit Data
so let’s assume that you do have the coveted inhouse, double-opt-in, golden list and you know
something or everything about every lead contained
within. You can use either or both explicit data (job
title, gender, etc.) and implicit data (links clicked,
resources downloaded, etc.) to define segments in
order to:











improve message relevance
Build better a/B and multivariate testing
target subject lines that increase open rates
improve click-thru rates
improve keyword association between your
brand and your offer
increase sales

pre-open metriCS
the more you know about the leads in your list, the
more appropriate and engaging you can make your
content and the better your analytics effort will be. as
you send to and collect both pre-open and post-open

?!

if you have an in-house list, but it’s scant on information, deploy a triggered marketing campaign to collect
additional data through the use of forms. you could, for instance, offer an eBook for download and the
request form require their annual revenue or number of employees. you could also collect data in a more passive
way by offering two different downloads and depending upon which is downloaded, learn a bit of information.
for example, offer a white paper on buying a new truck and a separate white paper on buying a new sports car.
Depending upon which link is clicked, you can infer their vehicle preference and this can be used to target future
marketing events. learn more about triggered campaigns in Spider trainers’ eBook: Just-in-Time Marketing.
Click now to download.
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information about your leads, you can append this
information to the lead’s record. there are two types
of data you can collect and append, explicit and
implicit. explicit data are demographics such as title,
gender, location, and so on. implicit data are what you
can collect over time; their behavior such as links click,
resources downloaded, pages visited, and the like.
implicit data are what we collect by collecting behavior
metrics.
at spider trainers, we divide behavior metrics into two
categories since we have found this to be a moreeffective approach to weighting the importance of the
data we collect. We want to know if the metric was
something that was influenced by the visual presentation
of the email, or if it’s simply a metric of an email showing
up in someone’s inbox — in other words, is this a passive
or an active engagement? With that said, pre-open
metrics are shown in the table to the right.

Deliver
Delivered emails, direct mail, or even the deliveries of
a print ad is one set of data not affected by the
recipients’ desire to receive them. Oh, sure, they may
well delete the email or throw the direct mail or

Delivery rate

(# sent – # bounces) ÷ # sent

10,000 subscribers

– 706 email bounces or
undeliverable direct mail

÷ 10,000 original subscribers
= 92.94% delivery rate

Open

Pre-open metrics

Deliver

Bounce

Email client

Spam rating

Format (HTML vs. text)
Subject line
List

Time of day

Day of week

From name and address
Location

magazine into the trash immediately, but that does not
affect whether or not it was delivered in the first place.
as long as the physical address or email address

Figure 2.2 According to this chart from Return Path, 76.5% of
emails are successfully making it to the inbox and 8.4% are
blocked by spam filters. Of course, this number will be affected by
many factors on an individual sender basis.
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actually exists, the marketing vehicle is deemed as
delivered. Your delivery rate is an indicator of the
health of your list for this particular send.
Undeliverable addresses should be removed promptly
so that you do not accumulate a higher undeliverable
rate with each subsequent event. to calculate delivery
rate, use the formula shown below.

BounCe rate (email)

# undeliverable ÷ # sent

÷ 465 undeliverable

10,000 sent

= .046% bounce rate

BounCe rate (email)
an email or direct mail bounce is an undeliverable
address. the bounce rate can include events of
different types, as described below. some bounces
occur because the address is wrong, or in the wrong
format, and others because of policies of the receiving
server. to calculate your bounce rate, use this formula.
knowing your bounce rate is very helpful, but knowing
why your message bounced is also worth knowing.
there are three basic types of undeliverable email:




hard bounce — an email address that is
incorrectly formatted, never existed, or no longer
exists.
Soft bounce — an email message that gets as far
as the recipient’s mail server but is bounced back
as undelivered before it makes it to the lead’s



inbox. this might be because their inbox is full,
the server is down or overloaded, an auto-reply
is launched (out-of-office message), or the
message size is larger than the inbox allows.
some esPs will convert a soft bounce to a hard
bounce if the soft bounce occurs a set number of
times without an action or interaction on behalf
of the recipient.
generic addresses — Many esPs do not allow
you to email to generic email addresses, such as
info@company.com or sales@company.com, even
though it might be a perfectly legitimate address
and one provided through opt-in. there may also
be a method within your esP for forcing the
allowance of specific generic addresses.

Figure 2.3 With Google
Analytics, use the comparison
drop-downs in the upper-left
corner to show your bounce
rate compared to new visits,
for example, or some other
set of data. Don’t just track.
Compare.
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BounCe rate (weBSite)
a bounce is when a visitor views only one page of your
website, but having said that, it can be misleading. in
some cases your intent is that a visitor should only
view one page, as they might in order to complete a
form. Be careful about including your site’s bounce
rate in meaningful metrics since this will be the
average of all visits and pages and does not factor in
consideration for the number of pages that are
designed as a single-view page. to calculate the
bounce rate when the intent is that the visitor view
more than one page, use this formula.

Day anD time of SenD
there is quite a lot of discussion amongst marketers
concerning the best day and time of day to send. Our
advice is to ignore the discussions and engage in
testing. Only by testing your message to your
audience with your designs will you come up with the
answer — and it is not a static number. Both the best
day and best time will fluctuate with the type of
message you are sending and how much recipient
engagement is expected.

BounCe rate (weBSite)

# visits with a single-page view ÷ # visits

458 single-page views

÷ 900 visits

= .5088% bounce rate

loCation
Depending upon the reach of your business, your
customers may be in a single zip code or may be
found in the far reaches of the globe. You need to
know where they are located in order to create
targeted content that specifically addresses their
needs; especially language.

poSt-open metriCS (engagement)
an event is an action or interaction that your recipient
has with your campaign, such as visiting your website
or targeted landing page, completing a form, clicking
a link, downloading a resource, and so on. these
events are, in our processes, post-open behavior and
include the metrics in the table on the next page.
Depending upon the type of event, it will either be
measured by your esP and/or by analytics software. in

Figure 2.5 Measuring events will provide you with insight into
both the health of your lists and the reception your message got
by the recipients.

Figure 2.4 You need to understand who is most interested in
your message. You might learn, for example, that you should
provide your marketing material in a second language.
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Open

Clicked

Post-open metrics
Visited a website

Downloaded a resource

Glanced, skimmed, read
Deleted
Printed

Opted-out

Forwarded

Shared socially

Viewed a landing page
Watched a video
Viewed a form

Submitted a form

Reading environment

Browser used for webmail
Rendering engine

many cases, you will combine analytics data of one or
more reports in order to develop a more complete
picture. this brings us to the next sets of data you will
analyze.

open
the number of opened emails you have can only be
accurately measured through the use of a web
beacon, as we discussed in an earlier chapter. if the
web beacon is not downloaded, you will not know the
number of opens and this is akin to not knowing the
number of persons who have viewed your direct mail.
While the open rate is important, you must keep in
mind that it has a margin of error and depending upon
your type of business, it might be a double-digit

open rate

# reported opens ÷ # delivered

9,584 reported opens

÷ 9,785 visits

= 97.94% open rate

margin. to calculate your open rate, follow the
formula above.

glanCe, Skim, anD reaD
some esPs enable you to not only measure the open
rate, but also how long the email remains open.
Depending upon thresholds that you can define, you
can group opens by those that were simply glanced at,
those that were skimmed, and those that remained
open long enough to be read. if, for instance, you find
that some majority of your leads are skimming your
emails, you could simplify your design and provide a
handful of large headlines that lend themselves toward
detailing the message in short bursts.

CliCk (DownloaD, view, etC.)
if you are sending your emails through an esP, links
within an email are tracked by replacing the link you

?!

according to our findings, email marketers can
expect their open rates to peak the first hour
after delivery. this peak is then followed by a
decline over the next 47 hours, until open rates
essentially drop to zero.
— Mailermailer.com

?!

open rates trend. Compared to last year’s
respective halves, the first half of last year
experienced a slight increase in open rate (+0.7%),
and the second half, a slight decrease (-0.6%). …
this pattern could indicate that recipients are
distracted during late summer vacations and yearend holidays.
— Mailermailer.com

Figure 2.6 More advanced ESPs can provide information beyond
open and actually rate how long your recipient was engaged
with the campaign.
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define with a redirect link provided by the vendor. if
you are your own esP, you can achieve the same effect
using google analytics and event tracking links. in
either case, the redirect link routes the recipient to the
esP or the analytics vendor first (where the click is
documented), and then quickly sends them on to the
originally defined destination. this might be a page
view, a video view, or even a download. it happens
very quickly, but not transparently. if you keep an eye
on the UrL field of your browser when you click a link,
you can see this in progress.
some email clients may display warnings when they
detect tracked links. they may even go so far as to
immediately relegate the email to a spam folder. it’s a
well-known trick of spammers to embed redirect links to
divert you to some website for a nefarious purpose, such
as intercepting your password or gaining access to other
private information.
redirect links are usually quite long and scary looking
and are even worse in text-only messages. if you are
sending plain text emails and tracking links, use caution.
there are two different counts of clicked links: total
clicks, which represent the count of all clicks, or unique

clicks, where each person is counted once, regardless of
how many times they click the links.
Which links are clicked can be used for a number of
assessment points. Links can disclose in which topics the
recipient is interested or it can tell you what type of
verbiage is most engaging. if the text you have used to
describe the result of the click is not engaging enough,
you will likely have fewer clicks. Within one email, you
can use the same link multiple times and with each, use
different text to describe the event. Don’t worry about
sending all of these links to different targeted landing
pages, the esP will have a different iD for each link, even
if they go to the same page. in this way, you will be able
to track the links individually. For instance, you might link
all of the following text to the same page, but find that
your audience responds best to the link titled as the
how-to guide.





click here to download the eBook.
get our How-to guide on creating Links.

in most cases, you will find that the first link is the mostclicked link, so for more accurate a/B testing (which we
talk more about later in this eBook), you might send
three different versions of this email, changing the order

Figure 2.7 The type
of report and the
information
included in the
report will vary by
ESP or emailautomation
application.
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of these links, and giving each a shot at the first-link
positioning.
if you are counting clicks, you can then calculate a ctDr
or ctOr percentage by dividing the clicks by either the
number delivered or the number opened as shown in
the forumlae to the right.
in the ctOr metric, there is some disagreement on
what number should be used to calculate the
percentage:





unique render rate (unique times the email was
opened, and thus displayed)
total render rate (number of times the email was
opened, and thus displayed; even if it was
displayed more than once for the same person)
confirmed open rate (the unique render rate plus
any users who clicked but did not register an
open [probably because they did not allow the
web beacon image to download])

this can be useful information when provided by your
esP, but be sure you know which of three options is
being used within the formula.

Figure 2.8 A click-through report will show you which links were
clicked within the campaign.

CliCk-to-Deliver rate (CtDr)

# clicks ÷ # delivered

552 clicks

÷ 9,454 delivered
= 5.83% CTDR

CliCk-to-open rate (Ctor)

# clicks ÷ # opens

1,122 clicks

÷ 5,687 opens

= 19.72% CTOR

opt-out (unSuBSCriBe)
the unsubscribe rate is quite easy to calculate; it’s
simply the number of people who clicked the
unsubscribe link, replied with an unsubscribe request,
or contacted you in another manner to request that
their name be removed from your list.
Unsubscribe rates are very useful as an indicator of
relevant, appropriate, or timely messaging. if you have
an aberration of an unusually high unsubscribe rate, you

Figure 2.9 Offline click-thrus are measured when you can
engage the offline visitor online, such as when you use a QR
code that transports the visitor to a targeted landing page when
they scan the code.
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can bet that there is something wrong with your
message. Once you have an email that returns a high
unsubscribe rate, you may need to test subsequent
messages to try to determine the failure point. this can
be costly in the way of list attrition. You might consider
phoning a few of the unsubscribers (choose customers
with whom you’ve had a long-term relationship), and ask
them what it was about that particular event that caused
them to unsubscribe. the unsubscribe-rate formula is
shown to the right.

forwarD to a frienD
Most esPs enable you to place an automated forwardto-a-friend link within the email. clicking the link
creates a short form that allows the forwarding person
to personalize a message along with the original email.
this is preferable to the recipient using the forwarding
of their email system since the link is tracked and
counted in your analytics report and the display of the
email is not compromised by the email client’s support
for graphics and layout. it will be as though the friend’s
name was in the original send list. they will receive the
same quality of email as the forwarder. it’s not usually
necessary to calculate this as a percentage, though
you may if you like.

unSuBSCriBe rate

# unsubscribes ÷ # opens

8 unsubscribes

÷ 5,687 opens

= . 0014% unsubscribe rate

Delete
eventually, most of your emails will be deleted so
don’t take it personally when you see a high number in
this column. instead, look to the time spent on page
(glance, skim, and read) and unsubscribes to estimate
how engaged the reader was before they pressed the
delete key.

print
Depending upon the type of message you have sent,
it may be appropriate for the recipient to print. For
instance, if you send an in-store coupon, printing
should be expected. Factoring the number of times
the email was printed against the number of coupons
later redeemed can indicate perceived value of the
coupon. in a coupon study, consumers typically

Figure 2.10 Adding a forward-to-a-friend link gives your email
additional reach — and more analytics to track (top). When
clicked, the email is presented with a form to complete with the
new recipient’s name (right) and those names are collected into a
separate contacts list (bottom right).
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increased their purchases of items for which they
received a coupon, even if they didn’t use the coupon.

SoCially engage
social engagement comes in two forms: social share
and social follow. When you provide a link for social
sharing, clicking the link will result in a message being
posted to the recipient’s social network. if you provide
links to your accounts, this enables the recipient to
follow you on your social networks.
at spider trainers, we typically discourage adding social
follow icons to your initial email and instead save these
for inclusion in your auto-responder (confirmation) emails
and landing pages. in this way, you don’t dilute the
purpose of your email, which is to have the recipient
click on your offer or call to action (cta).
including social sharing icons provides an opportunity
for your message to be forwarded and gain additional
reach through the recipient’s network.

viSit weBSite
in some cases your goal will be to encourage page
views at your website or pages within a microsite of
targeted landing pages. in order to calculate the

depth-of-visit value, first decide what number of pages
is ideal; this number is represented by n in the formula
below.
affeCting SearCh-engine rankingS (Ser)
interaction with your website is important to your
rankings in search engines and should be encouraged
by your email campaigns. targeted landing pages that
contain information in support of your campaign are a
good way to get people to your site. Once there, the
value of their engagement is measured in a number of
ways; two of which are number of pages visited and
time spent on each page. if you add links to
dowloadable resources, clicks within these pages will
also contribute to elevating your ser.

outCome
each of your campaign’s vehicles, both online and
offline, deserve deep analysis and reporting. though
we’re in the final of the five classes of reporting, you
can start your report with the most-popular data set,
the comparison of your goal (or other major event) to
the number of campaign engagements. this can be
called your macro conversion rate.

Figure 2.11 Social sharing of your content helps extend the
reach of your campaign beyond the limits of your subscriber list.
Figure 2.12 There is a difference between social sharing and

?!

“when asked to name the greatest challenge
to effective analytics use, 21% of marketers
said lack of resources to execute strategy; 20%,
time required; 17%, lack of understanding on how
to proceed; 15%, budget constraints; 13%, lack of
system integration; 10%, lack of systems; and 3%,
other.”

social follow. The grey icons here are so that the client can follow
Spider Trainers on our networks and the color icons are so they
can publish our message to their networks.

— Media Post
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Depth of viSit

% of email campaign visits that last longer than n pages

87 number of visits more than n
pages

÷ 5,687 emails delivered

= 1.52% ideal # of page visits

average revenue per pieCe Sent
total revenue ÷ # sent

406 widgets sold

X $9.99 revenue per widget sold

= $4055.94 total revenue
÷ 10,000 sent

= .4055 earned per piece sent

With your goal measurements, you should then look to
calculate the average revenue earned per piece sent
(whether online or offline).
this particular calculation can provide you with various
other important data when you substitute the number
sent with the number delivered (direct mail or email),

miCro ConverSion rateS

# of micro goals achieved ÷ # of campaign engagements

387 micro goals achieved

÷ 812 landing page visits

= 47.66% engagement

maCro ConverSion rate

# of goals achieved ÷ # of campaign engagements

406 widgets sold

÷ 1,400 landing page visits
= 29% goals achieved

number of visits, or number read or number of clicks
(email).
Over time, as you use analytics to improve the quality of
your campaigns, using this formula with number sent will
disclose the gains you are making in deliverability,
opens, and messaging.
By tracking the measurements of the smaller goals
within your campaign, you can also establish micro
conversion rates. For instance, you might choose to

Figure 2.13 Many ESPs can provide you with tracking of activity
beyond their interaction with email. This report from Act-On
Software shows quite a lot of depth concerning the recipients’
visits to our website. If your ESP does not provide these
analytics, your best visibility will come from adding events to
your email from your analytics software (e.g., Google Analytics).
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measure the number of social shares, social follows,
clicks to download resources, mentions in reviews, and
the like.

net profit margin
net profit margin is most often used in order to
calculate your profitability ratio. the net profit
margin shows how much of each sales dollar shows
up as net income after all the campaign expenses
are paid, including list-management costs, esP fees,
design fees, and even the cost of producing the
product that you are selling (widgets). the
calculation is shown to the right. in our example, the
net profit margin is 25.52%, and that means that 25
cents of every dollar is profit.

profitaBility

(revenue generated – campaign cost – cost of goods sold)
÷ # sent

$4055.94 total widget sales (revenue)

- $212.90 campaign costs

- $1290.32 cost of goods sold
= $2552.72 subtotal
÷ 10,000 sent

= 25.52% profitability

?!

the percentage of leads generated online
directly correlates with profitability: firms that
generate less than 20% of leads online tend to be
less profitable than the others, whereas those that
generate 80-100% of leads online tend to be more
profitable with a profit level at 32.5% of annual
revenue.
— Marketing Profs
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CHAPTER 3:
teSting

Deciding what engagements to test and measure will
be based upon the goals for each component of your
campaign and for your entire campaign. You will likely
start with pre-open testing points so that you can learn
first what it takes to improve your open rate.

Post-open testing measurement provides information
about how the recipient interacts or has interacted
with content that is visible within the email only after it
is opened.

Email client

Testing metrics
Format (HTML vs. text)

Messaging (headline, subheads, and text)

Personalization in the subject line

Call to action

Socially engaged vs. those who are not

Spam rating

List source A vs. source B

Subscribers vs. other sources

Explicit data selects, e.g., men vs. women
Time of day

Day of week

Colors

Multiple offers vs. single offer

Buttons vs. text links as CTAs

Above fold vs. below fold button placement
Coding (HTML and CSS)

Format (standard vs. responsive)

Printed vs. viewed

Visitor to page A vs. visitor to page B
Image A vs. image B
Images vs. text only

Email vs. newsletter format

Inclusion or omission of social follow icons

Region A vs. region B

Compatibility across email clients

Glancers vs. skimmers vs. readers

From (company vs. person)

Personalization in email body

Length of subject lines

Subject line

Navigation options

Previous behavior (implicit data)

Figure 3.1 There is a variety of engagement measurements. In
this image, you can see from the persons who were engaged by

Figure 3.2 This is an example of a post-open A/B test.

the campaign on a read, skim, or glance/delete basis, what email

Comparing which of the screen shots is more interesting to the

client they were using.

recipient can only occur if the email gets opened.
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a/B and multivariate testing can provide a wealth of
information well beyond the event and behavior tracking
provided by your esP and isP and these are important
analytic points.
a/B testing is an experimental approach to campaign
design, which attempts to identify changes that you
make to the campaign components that may cause a
positive action or interaction, or that maximizes the
outcome of interest (e.g., open rate, click-thru rate). in an
a/B test, two versions (a and B) are compared, which are
identical except for one variation that might impact a
user’s behavior. Version a might be a personalized
subject line, while version B is a generic, nonpersonalized subject line. as you track and compare the
open rates of the two versions, you will disclose which of
the two subject lines is more effective with your
audience.
Multivariate testing (MVt) is when you test two or more
design or content changes at the same time. in many
cases, MVt is more difficult to distill since it may be a
challenge to determine which of the design or content
changes caused the better response rate. MVt can be
followed by a more targeted a/B in order to hone in on
the elements that caused the better results.

By way of example, if you are testing a call to action and
sending two versions of the email (with the same subject
line) but have an open rate of only 1%, you will not likely
have sufficient data to effectively measure the call-toaction results. a call to action is a post-open testing
point. For this a/B test to be effective, you will need to
first focus on pre-open testing points in order to increase
your open rate.

heatmap
a heatmap is a visual representation that uses colors
to show you where users click and what they do. to
further your analysis of email interaction and page
visits, you can use a heatmap to identify which parts
engaged the visitor. Heatmaps are typically used in
addition to click tracking and can help you identify
design components of your email or page that catch
the viewers’ eyes. Heatmaps actually track mouse
movements, but studies have shown that mouse
movements match eye movements 88% of the time.
think of heatmaps as an extra layer of data, not as the
primary data.

?!

web heatmaps have been used for displaying
areas of a web page most frequently scanned
by visitors. web heatmaps are often used alongside
other forms of web analytics and session replay
tools.
— Wikipedia

Figure 3.3 In this heatmap example from CrazyEgg, the warm
colors highlight the most activity and the cooler colors less.
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CHAPTER 4:
DeliveraBility

if the target audience does not receive the vehicle,
nothing else matters. in this section, we will focus on
the deliverability of email to inboxes and direct mail to
mailboxes, but deliverability is not limited to these two
vehicles. Deliverability issues can affect everything
from a billboard to a tV commercial, from a magazine
print ad to a direct mail postcard, and from a brochure
handout to an email. reaching your target audience is
the first step.

online DeliveraBility
there are more entities that you might imagine with a
voice in the decision to deliver your email to your
intended recipient, including organizations dedicated
to combatting spam, your internet service provider
(isP), your email service provider (esP), and the
recipient’s it department; to name the major players.

Spamtrap
spam-combatting organizations have created what we
marketers would call a seed name, but what this
groups calls a honeypot — a planted (yet hidden)
email address that, when harvested and emailed,
identifies the sender as a spammer. these email
addresses are unpublished and only exist in the deep
dredges of code accessible only by companies using
nefarious methods for collecting email addresses for
the purpose of sending spam email. these addresses,
or spamtraps, do not bounce; instead they are
delivered to the monitoring company in order to
identify the sender.
since the spamtrap addresses are unpublished, lists
developed through standard and respected business
practices are not at risk of accidentally acquiring one.

?!

Spamtraps may be one of marketers’ most
challenging deliverability issues. By hitting
spamtraps, not only are you not processing your
bounces correctly, but if you hit a pristine account,
you also would not have any type of opt-in for that
account, which signifies to the iSps that you are not
following best practices.
— Experian Marketing Services
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When you purchase or rent lists, there is a fairly high risk
of acquiring one and if you then send an email to the
spamtrap, your company will be identified as a spammer
and it is likely that your esP and isP will initiate a very
stern conversation with you. they might also bypass the
conversation and simply sever your business
relationship.

Spam ComplaintS
it has become easier than ever to report spam from a
sender. Most email clients today include a report-spam
button, so it’s literally one click away. this click logs a
complaint at the isP level or relays it back to the
sender.
Unfortunately, spam complaints do not track why a
recipient makes a spam complaint. People forget about
opting-in to lists or they forget about an existing, but
aged relationship they may have had with the sender.
spam complaints can also come if you send too often or
if you send irrelevant messages. no matter the reason,
these spam complaints can contribute to a poor sender’s
reputation.
spam complaints are frustrating, especially when they
come from people in your list with whom you believe

you have had a long-term business relationship. if you’re
experiencing high spam complaints, try adding an
unsubscribe link to the top of your email so that they
come across that before they have time to think about
marking you as spam.
another way is to introduce yourself at the beginning of
the email and remind them of the business relationship
you have. Personalize the message for an added kick.
try something like:
Hello, greg,
We met last year at graph expo and discussed
your marketing needs. We’re eager to tell you
about a new special that we are running.
Or in the preheader, something like this:
You are receiving this email from spider trainers
because you subscribed to our mailing list. to
unsubscribe, click here.

minimizing opt-outS
Many marketers experience high opt-out rates and
struggle to figure out why. a/B testing will help you
determine if it’s your content, but there are other tricks

?!

83% of deliverability issues were related to
sender reputation. Content of email was only a
secondary factor. another interesting finding was
that nearly 20% of legitimate mailings failed to be
delivered.
— Return Path
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that have been found to reduce opt-outs as well.
Privacy policies, for instance, can help by assuring your
recipient that you are on their side and care about
their desires. recipients today are more and more
wary about the type of information you have, what you
are collecting, and most importantly, how you share it.
By including a link to your privacy policy and having a
policy that favors their privacy, you may well be able to
convince recipients that you are a trusted vendor and
that even if this particular message is not interesting to
them, that on the whole they would rather receive your
messages than not.
in order to ensure your customers receive the types of
communication in which they are interested, e.g.,
newsletters, offers, announcements, you should provide
them an opportunity to select the type of publication
when they subscribe and to change their preferences in
every email you send. customers who receive targeted
emails based upon their preferences are more receptive
to the message. if your esP does not offer an automatic
preferences interface, create a form with check boxes
representing your various publication types and include
a link to the form in all emails. Once a user has set their

preferences, ideally they will be automatically moved
into a list to receive that publication as is it published.

SenDer reputation
sending to spamtraps or sending email that results in
a large percentage of bounces or spam complaints
from recipients all contribute to your sender
reputation, but reputation is not yours alone to bear.
sender reputation is associated with the iP address of
the mail server you are using. an isP or esP will score
your reputation by assigning different values to your
email activity. the total of these values provides a
ranking for your company as a sender.
in addition to scoring your activity, you can also have a
low score because you have no history and therefore are
unknown. it may be easier to understand if you think
about the similarities to your credit score. People with no
credit history have low credit scores, but not because
they have a bad history; it’s simply because they have no
history.
since bounces and spam complaints by recipients can
affect your sender reputation, you don’t have to rent or
buy a list to damage your reputation. Many companies
have suffered because they tried to reactivate a list that

?!

if there truly is a reputation problem from
anywhere within a sender’s domain, it will effect
most (if not all) of the mail coming from that sender.
this means that senders must be mindful of their
complaint rates and email acquisition efforts
because they both will affect their domain-based
reputation — and by extension, their roi. equally
important, if a sender is using the same domain for
transactional messaging, those emails may also see
their deliverability rates decline.
— Experian Marketing Services
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had lain dormant for so long recipients had forgotten
that a business relationship existed between themselves
and the sender.
if you do choose to reactivate an old list, proceed slowly
and cautiously. send emails in small groups over an
extended span of time so that you don’t have thousands
of complaints in a single day. a bounce rate of more
than 10% is outside the normal range and will alert your
esP or isP.
spammers often purchase (and rent and sell) lists that
have been computer generated and thus contain a large
percentage of fake email addresses. When you send to
this type of list, these hard bounces (invalid email
addresses) can be nearly as damaging as a spam
complaint. Hard bounces are also a risk of old email lists,
even if you have acquired them through respected
business practices.

SenDer authentiCation
sender policy framework (sPF) is an email validation
system designed to prevent spam by detecting email
spoofing through the process of verifying the sender’s
iP addresses. spoofing is when the sender’s address
and other parts of the email header are modified in

order to appear as though the email is being sent from
a different source (usually a more reputable source).
You may have seen examples of this if you have
received fraud email asking you to log in to your
Facebook account and reset your password, or some
other effort to collect or intercept your private
information.
an sPF record is created with your isP that allows
specification of which hosts are allowed to send mail
from your domain. Mail exchangers use this information
to check that mail from your domain is being sent by a
host that you have sanctioned. this authentication also
notifies and allows other isPs to monitor mail sent from
the iP address. if abuses occur, they will know who the
sender is and the sender’s reputation suffer as well as
their ability to send email.
Many experts agree that there are six elements to your
sender reputation:




volume — keep your traffic to an even keel.
Large spikes will create concern and draw
attention.
number of unknown recipients — send to
people with whom you have developed a

?!

the channel that delivered the strongest roi
for customer acquisition for B2C marketers was
direct mail. Direct mail also scored the highest
among B2C marketers for customer contact and
retention.
— Target Marketing magazine

Figure 4.1 Your SPF record should be created with your ISP. The
process differs depending upon your vendor, but the effort is
completely worthwhile.
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relationship. sending to people who don’t know
you will often result in spam complaints.
Complaint rates — Most esPs agree that spam
complaints should not exceed more than 1 per
thousand. Higher numbers will alert your esP.
Spamtrap hits — if you stick to the high road
when building your list, you run no risk of
including one of these damaging addresses.
Consistency — Find an esP and stick with it.
changing esPs frequently can cause concern.
management — Be responsible for the
acquisition and ongoing maintenance of your list.
collect it responsibly and be quick to manage
opt-outs and bounces. take care to set up a
reputable infrastructure by creating an sPF and
staying relevant with your messages.

moBile DeSign
as we become more mobile, so must our marketing
and that means we need to adopt new approaches to
email design. the ease of interaction with your email
on a mobile device will greatly affect the engagement
level and the importance should not be
underestimated. Most esPs, if not all, can provide you

with the metrics on which devices your lists are most
viewed. this information should guide the design and
presentation of your emails.
reporting appliCationS
if you have an email-automation application that does
not provide the depth of reporting that you feel you
need, all is not lost. there are a number of applications
that can give you visibility without having to leave your
current provider. We have used and recommend either
Litmus (as shown in the figure above) or email On acid
and both are great tools to help you improve the
effectiveness of your campaigns through testing,
tracking, and tweaking.

offline DeliveraBility
While sender reputation is not as critical with direct
mail as with email, there’s no doubt that getting a
message from a reputable company will be far more
interesting to you than receiving something from a
company with whom you have a poor perception.
Having said that, with direct mail, it’s more often than
not about the presentation — does the piece catch
the reader’s eye in time to keep it from being
discarded? since direct mail comes in all sorts of

Figure 4.2 In this screenshot of a Litmus report, You can see the
three different types of email clients used to access the email
and further, what level of engagement each view type
represents.

Figure 4.3 If you send your email messages through Outlook, or
some other email client, you probably do not have the depth of
reporting necessary to truly analyze and apply improvements to
your campaigns. Turn to applications such as Litmus for more
information.
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formats, choosing what is best for your project might
not be about the design, but instead about the
vehicle. as you ponder the best piece to promote your
campaign, and ensure delivery, don’t forget the
handwritten letter, it often out-performs many other
message types.
as unfortunate as it is, the equivalent to unsubscribe in
direct mail is often to throw it in the trash. recipients
rarely take the time to phone a company and asked to
have their name removed, so there’s no opportunity to
analyze why exactly the recipient did not take advantage
of the offer. Our best shot is to ensure we deliver an
appropriate vehicle, beautiful design, and to the right
person at the right address.

nCoa
the United states Postal service provides a service
known as national change of address (ncOa), which
is the updating of your mailing list by applying current
information contained within a registry of people who
move or otherwise change their address in the United
states. the ncOa database is licensed to companies
that provide direct-mail services, and this is one of the
few things that you can do to improve delivery, reduce
your postage outlay, and improve deliverability.
What’s important and what has been missing with direct
mail, is the tracking of the success rate of your direct
mail. as we discussed earlier, you can use your online
tools to track offline efforts and combined with ncOa,
appropriate vehicles, and good design, you can improve
not just the number of pieces that are delivered and
read, you can also improve the engagement rate. When
working to engage offline visitors online, you do
sometimes have to choose between your offer and the
method to engage them online.

Figure 4.4 When you use a QR code to engage offline visitors
online, be sure to choose a QR code application that provides
you with analytics reports, like this one from QRStuff.com
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CHAPTER 5:
ConCluSion

analytics are a fairly new specialty, but business is
booming and experts abound. Whether or not you
intend to be one of those experts, you can certainly
participate. You don’t have to get it right the first time,
you just have to be diligent and keep after it. start
small and track opens, bounces, opt-outs and other
event and behavior data points and work your way up
to a/B and multivariate testing. getting to a point
where your email and direct mail consistently achieves
better results is rewarding and enjoyable.
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CHAPTER 6:

aBout SpiDer trainerS
spider trainers provides multi-touch online and offline
marketing to make your brand more visible, elevate
search-engine rankings, attract appropriate visitors, and
enable educated purchasing decisions. We are also
specialists in testing, tweaking, and tracking.
spider trainers has created a process for marketing
initiatives that provides optimization for your product,
services, company, and, through the exposure of your
executive staff’s professional accomplishments, also
builds validating information to provide additional
search-engine lift. spider trainers has decades of
experience in print, web development, go-to-market
initiatives, and sustainable, behavior-based (online and
offline), traditional and emerging marketing strategies.
For more information about our company, visit
www.spidertrainers.com

SpeCialtieS













digital and traditional multi-touch marketing
multi-event drip and nurturing campaigns
search-engine optimization
web development (including mobile)
ad and campaign design and deployment
triggered-email campaign deployment

SpiDer trainerS ContaCt
phone: 651 702 3793
email: cmeyer@spidertrainers.com
website: http://www.spidertrainers.com
address: PO Box 280487

Lakewood, cO 80228 United states
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